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Large-scale wireless power transfer using microwaves is a promising technology for
power transmission over distances unsuited for physical wire connections, such as between
orbit and the Earth. Using large transmitting and receiving apertures, it is possible to focus
microwave energy to achieve efficient transfer. This is accomplished by adjusting the phase
distribution across the surface of the transmitting array such that it behaves like a Fresnel
lens. One method of generating the desired phase distribution is through use of an active
reflectarray, comprised of many discrete 2-dimensional unit cells with varying reflection
coefficient phases. This thesis investigates the effect of changing the unit cell geometry
from square to hexagonal, modifying the individual patch element geometry, and incident




Wireless power transfer (WPT) is a broad term encompassing many types of technologies
used for powering devices via electromagnetic fields without the use of a physical connec-
tion. Close range WPT has been broadly commercialized through standards like Qi for
mobile devices [1], and there is some interest in using WPT to charge electric vehicles,
especially in the autonomous context[2]. However, long range WPT for applications such
as powering airborne drones, grid-scale space solar power, and off-grid remote locations is
still in early stages of development. Figure 1.1 shows a simplified system layout for WPT.
Figure 1.1: Simplified power beaming system overview.
Current research into long range WPT, also known as power beaming, can be broadly
categorized into optical, mmWave, and microwave techniques based on the frequency of
operation. Increasing the frequency through microwave into mmWave and optical regions
presents different technical challenges within each frequency range. While a full exam-
ination of the merits of each frequency region is outside the scope of this work, a brief
summary chart can be found in Table 1.1, reproduced from [3].
In exchange for low atmospheric attenuation and good conversion efficiency, microwave
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Performance limits for DC to RF
and RF to DC conversion efficiency
Medium Medium High
Required physical aperture size
(both transmit and receive)
Small Medium Large
Safety (directivity, power density,
public perception)
Low Medium Medium
Economy of scale Low Medium High
power beaming requires large transmit and receive apertures for maximal transfer effi-
ciency. While this is an issue from a cost perspective, safety limitations on power density in
a practical system implementation most likely would have already mandated large transmit
and receive apertures. In addition, increasing the aperture area of a microwave transmitter
scales the transmitted power proportionally, which leads to greater economies of scale com-
pared to mmWave and optical transmitters that have difficulties with continuous megawatt+
regime power (eg. high power lasers, mmWave amplifiers).
A key component of the overall system efficiency is the propagation efficiency over
free space between the transmitter and receiver. This efficiency comprises atmospheric
attenuation loss and the fraction of transmitted power that is “caught” by the receiver. At-
mospheric attenuation loss in the microwave regime is small [4], so the dominating factor
in propagation efficiency is the ability for a receiver to physically capture the majority of
the transmitted energy. A rule of thumb proposed in [3] is:
“Beam collection efficiency exceeding 15% is only possible if the link distance is less
than the far-field distance [5] of at least one of the two apertures.”
The region closer to the transmitting aperture than the defined far-field distance and
further than the reactive near-field distance is referred to as the Fresnel zone. Within this
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zone, optimizing transmitter design using far-field assumptions to calculate far-field di-
rectivity and gain may not directly result in improved transfer efficiency. A Fresnel zone
wireless link should be optimized instead by designing a “focus spot”, modeled by a Gaus-
sian beam [6]. In such a system, the amplitude and phase pattern across the transmitting
aperture is designed such that the electric field intensity comes to a maximum on an area
at some focal distance away from the transmit aperture. Modifying only the phase is suf-
ficient to create a focal region, so more complex amplitude control is not required [7][8].
The mathematical expression for the phase φ across a circular aperture to produce a focus





x2 + y2 + F 2 − F
)
(1.1)
where F is the distance from the aperture at which the focus spot is located.
A transmitter aperture phase distribution can be controlled by manipulating the physical
path lengths between a source and the points on a reflector, as in a physical reflecting
dish, by controlling the phase of separately transmitting elements, as in a phased array, or
by varying the resonant frequency of the elements of a planar metasurface to control the
phase of a reflected wave. This metasurface approach is the basis for what is known as a
reflectarray antenna [9][10].
One potential use of the reflectarray topology for high power transmission includes re-
flection amplifiers and varactors on every element of the reflectarray. Reflection amplifiers
are active devices that show a reflection coefficient greater than one at their input port.
In this topology, a pilot signal would be transmitted towards the reflectarray, and each re-
flected wave from each element would have extra power from the reflection amplifier. The
varactors can be electrically controlled to vary the phase of each reflecting element, thereby
creating a method of controlling the phase distribution across the aperture and thus allowing
for beam steering [11].
Which of these methods is the best for a power beaming scenario? A physical reflector
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dish implies that the entirety of the transmitted power originates from a single feed at the
focal point. Scaling the power level of a single transmitter to the megawatt regime and
gigawatt regime for large scale power transfer presents unique challenges that are currently
the subject of ongoing research (for example, [12]). In contrast, active phased array and
active steerable reflectarray architectures have very good economies of scale. Power can
be increased by simply increasing the number of transmitting elements in the array, which
increases the focusing power by increasing physical area. Both can also be electronically
steered without mechanical movement. Figure 1.2 shows the topology of an active steerable
reflectarray compared to a phased array.
Figure 1.2: Simplified comparison between phased array and active reflectarray.
The primary advantage of an active steerable reflectarray is the removal of physical
4
connections to the RF carrier source. Instead, the carrier is transmitted to the surface of the
reflectarray with a pilot signal. Additionally, in one potential implementation, the carrier
could be accompanied by a phase control signal that controls the varactor phase. In this
implementation, each unit cell of the reflectarray would only need to be physically con-
nected to a DC power source to bias the varactor and power the reflection amplifier. This
could have significant practical implications for systems such as Space Solar Power, where
each unit cell of the transmit satellite could be entirely physically self contained, simpli-
fying satellite construction and allowing for lower cost large transmit apertures due to the
decreased cost of additional transmit elements.
Reflectarray elements are tuned initially by adjusting the physical geometry of each el-
ement. In [7] and [13], the side length and radius of square and circle patches respectively
are tuned to generate the required reflection phase across the surface of the reflectarray.
However, the phase of each element shows very fast variation with respect to physical
geometry around the resonance point, which means that small changes in physical dimen-
sions correspond to large changes in reflected phase. This directly leads to the result that
plain square and circle patches require high manufacturing precision to maintain acceptable
levels of phase error. This can potentially be addressed by modifying the unit cell design.
Several examples of retrodirective pilot beams transmitted from the receiver station
to guide the pointing of a wireless power transfer system already exist in the literature
[14][15][16]. Such a signal could be used as the reflectarray input signal, providing phase
and a carrier signal to amplify. In this implementation, some of the complexity is loaded
onto the receiver station, making the expensive transmitter more feasible to construct with-
out high power feeds. In the archetypal example of Space Solar Power, this eliminates the
need for a feed satellite to fly alongside the transmitting satellite.
This thesis aims to investigate several aspects of reflectarray design relevant to the im-
plementation of a large-scale wireless power transfer system. The first is the effect of using
a hexagonal unit cell rather than a square unit cell, as seen in many reflectarray studies.
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This is investigated in Chapter 2. Next, Chapter 3 examines the use of several microstrip
patch antenna geometries that could be applied to reflectarray unit cell design to increase
degrees of freedom during design and decrease the phase slope of the tuning curve. Fi-
nally, Chapter 4 simulates the effect on hologram phase for two different ground station




The central concept of a holographic reflectarray is to vary the amplitude and phase of the
reflection coefficient across a surface such that the reflected wave from a given incoming
wave will have a desired phase and amplitude distribution at the focal distance d. The
term ”holographic” refers to the technique of generating Gabor holograms. In a Gabor
hologram, recording the interference pattern of an incident wave and a desired image (i.e.
desired amplitude and phase distribution) in the reflection coefficient of a surface produces
the desired image when illuminated with said incident wave [17]. This has been extensively
used in science and industry to create simple high gain antenna structures [18][19].
Since it is difficult to create a continuous variation of reflection coefficient across the
surface, the holographic reflectarray instead discretizes the surface into array unit cell ele-
ments, where each element has a desired reflection coefficient. The array is also constrained
to a plane, and the array is assumed to be large (i.e. containing a significant number of ele-
ments).
The combination of these decisions allows for simple simulation of the reflection coef-
ficient of a single array element by idealizing the array as infinite in two dimensions and
analyzing the reflection of a plane wave from a single unit cell[20]. By varying the ge-
ometry of the conducting element in the unit cell, some physical dimension can be plotted
against the reflection coefficient of the cell, thereby creating a curve that can be used to
size each array element given the desired reflection coefficient response. This procedure is
discussed more in Section 2.0.1.
In much of the reflectarray literature, a rectilinear grid is used for the geometric place-
ment of unit cell elements [20][21][13]. However, a hexagonal unit cell can also be used,
which exhibits a higher packing efficiency and lower inter-element spacing than a square
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unit cell for equal-width cell sizes. This configuration has been investigated in the con-
text of 5G reflectarrays in [22] and in the context of high power wireless power transfer at
L-band in [23]. A higher packing efficiency leads to higher metallization of the reflecting
surface, which brings the magnitude of the reflection coefficient for the surface closer to
1. In practice, the phase distribution is much more dominant of an effect in terms of beam
formation, but reducing amplitude perturbations within the reflectarray may provide benefit
at no additional cost.
In this chapter, the effect of hexagonal and square grids are investigated on the phase
and amplitude performance of unit cells. Section 2.0.1 first describes the methodology
by which reflectarray unit cell element phase responses will be derived for this paper. In
Section 2.0.2 and Section 2.0.3 the two grids are simulated separately using the procedure
from Section 2.0.1 along with the effect of different substrates. It is found that hexagonal
unit cells have very similar phase responses but tend to have larger |S11| at resonance.
Section 2.0.4 discusses these comparisons in further detail.
2.0.1 Floquet Port Analysis
The idealization discussed at the beginning of this chapter can be implemented using Flo-
quet ports and primary/secondary paired boundaries in Ansys HFSS. The Floquet port is
used to simulate the incident wave and the primary/secondary paired boundaries are used
to inform HFSS of the lattice directions. The general procedure derived from [7],[24],[25],
and [26] for the simulation of a single unit cell is as follows:
1. Use the 3D modeling tools to create a single symmetrical unit cell of the reflectarray,
consisting of a ground plane, substrate, array element, and air space above the array
element.
2. Assign a Floquet port to the top of the air space. Specify the lattice directions ac-
cording to the tessellation symmetry of the unit cell. De-embed the Floquet port to
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reference the phase at the top face of the array element. An off-axis incident radi-
ation angle of θ = 25 degrees was used in this project. φ = 0 is sufficient for the
symmetrical element used in this project.
3. Assign primary/secondary boundary pairs to opposing faces of the air space, ensuring
that the vectors for each boundary lie within the air space and that primary/secondary
vector pairs are pointed in the same direction.
4. Add frequency sweep and/or parametric sweep of array geometry as needed and
analyze.
2.0.2 Rectangular Grid
Following work in [7] and [13], a rectangular unit cell with a circular patch reflecting
element is simulated using Ansys HFSS. This process can be seen in Figure 2.1. First, the
unit cell is modeled as a slab of substrate with a thin slab of copper ground plane and a thin
cylinder of copper as the patch element, as shown in Figure 2.1a. Next, the Floquet port
is assigned to the top of the air box and de-embedded such that the calculated reflection
phase is at the top surface of the patch element. A scan angle of θ = 25 degrees is included
to simulate off-axis incident radiation. The lattice directions are chosen in the positive X
and Y directions, although due to the symmetry of the unit cell, choosing negative X or
Y directions should not influence the result. This is shown in Figure 2.1b. Figure 2.1c
shows the assignment of one of the two Primary/Secondary boundary pairs required for
the infinite lattice simulation. Notice that each set of u,v vectors for the boundaries are
matched in direction and lie entirely on the edge of the air box. Finally, to simulate the
effect of changing the patch size, a parametric sweep on the patch radius is added at 5.8
GHz in Figure 2.1d.
Table 2.1 shows the 4 parametric sweeps done to confirm the results of [7]. The air
box height used was 30mm and the thickness of the copper layers was set to 1.4 mil (1
9
(a) 3D geometry (b) Floquet port with lattice directions specified
(c) First set of Primary/Secondary boundaries
specified
(d) Sweep setup
Figure 2.1: Floquet simulation setup for square unit cell in ANSYS HFSS.
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ounce copper) for all simulation runs. It was found in [7] that the effect of changing from
0.5 ounce copper to 1 ounce copper for the ground plane and patch element for the same
substrate and substrate thickness negligibly affected the phase response, so this parameter
is not investigated further.
Table 2.1: Simulation variables for sub-wavelength circular patches on a rectilinear grid.
Substrate Relative Permittivity Substrate
Thickness
Patch Radius Cell Size
FR-4 4.4 60 mil
(1.524mm)
4mm to 8mm 19mm×19mm
FR-4 4.4 118.11 mil
(3mm)
4mm to 8mm 19mm×19mm
RO4003C 3.55 60 mil
(1.524mm)
4mm to 8mm 19mm×19mm
RO4003C 3.55 20 mil
(0.508mm)
4mm to 8mm 19mm×19mm
Figure 2.2: Magnitude of the reflection coefficient S11 versus patch radius for a square grid
and circular patch element for varying substrates and substrate thicknesses.
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Figure 2.3: Phase of the reflection coefficient S11 versus patch radius for a square grid and
circular patch element for varying substrates and substrate thicknesses.
Figure 2.2 shows that changing the substrate from lossy FR-4 with a higher dielectric
constant to low-loss Rogers RO4003C with a lower dielectric constant shifts the resonance
of the patch element to a larger patch radius, as well as increases reflection efficiency (close
to 0 dB S11). For both substrates, the depth of the resonance valley follows the thickness of
the substrate inversely, such that thinner substrates lead to deeper (less reflective) resonant
valleys. For a reflector system, a reflection coefficient close to 1 is desired, so thicker
substrates appear to perform better in this regard.
The phase curves of each unit cell element with a rectilinear grid and varying substrates
are shown in Figure 2.3. As expected from the above magnitude graph, the resonance
point (phase = 0) of the unit cell element is shifted towards a larger patch radius when
an identically thick substrate with lower permittivity and loss is used. Of particular note
in Figure 2.3 is the phase curve behavior with respect to substrate thickness. When the
20 mil RO4003C is used, the phase curve is nearly vertical, with nearly the entire phase
12
Figure 2.4: Phase curve with marked points in the approximately linear region for slope
determination.
tuning range in between 7.7 and 8 millimeters. In comparison, the 3mm thick (118.11 mil)
FR-4 has a much less steep phase curve, spreading out the phase variation over 5.5 to 7
millimeters. These results are in good agreement with the results from [7].
The slope of the phase curve is important to consider when implementing a real re-
flectarray for a wireless power transfer system. This is due to the effect of manufacturing
tolerance on the actual phase behavior of a given unit cell element. If the phase curve is
steep, like in the 20mm RO4003C case, then even less than a 0.1mm ( 4 mil) variation near
resonance can cause a phase change of over 50 degrees, and it becomes very difficult to ac-
curately form the reflectarray. Figure 2.4 adds markers to the phase curves to calculate the
highest rate of phase change for each curve. Table 2.2 summarizes the effect of different
substrates on the rectangular grid elements.
2.0.3 Hexagonal Grid
The investigation into the effect of a hexagonal unit cell for the wireless power transfer
reflectarray begins with a similar simulation setup as in Section 2.0.1. Figure 2.6 shows the
Floquet port analysis procedure in Ansys HFSS for the hexagonal unit cell. The Regular
13

































Polyhedron tool is used to create the substrate, ground plane, and air box, and the circular
patch element is again made using the Cylinder tool. To maintain the same inter-element
spacing as the square unit cell, the geometry is laid out as seen in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Geometry of the two unit cells investigated. Image created using Inkscape.
The Polyhedron tool defines the hexagonal substrate using its outer radius R. The inter-
element spacing A between two of the hexagonal unit cells is
√
3×R. If A has been defined
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(a) 3D model (b) Floquet port with lattice directions specified
(c) First set of Primary/Secondary boundaries
specified out of 3 total pairs
(d) Second set of Primary/Secondary boundaries
specified out of 3 total pairs
Figure 2.6: Floquet simulation setup for hexagonal unit cell in ANSYS HFSS.
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to be 19mm as in the square unit cell case, then R can be easily solved as A√
3
= R = 19mm√
3
'
10.97mm. Note that this inter-element spacing is constant for all elements in the hexagonal
unit cell case, but is not constant for the diagonal unit cells in the square unit cell case. This
geometric fact along with the higher packing efficiency may account for differences in the
phase tuning curves between the two unit cell shapes.
After the cell radius is determined, a Floquet port with θ = 25 degrees and de-embedded
to the top of the patch element is placed at the top of the air box in Figure 2.6b. The lattice
directions are 60 degrees from each other instead of 90 as in the square case. Finally, three
pairs of Primary/Secondary radiation boundaries are set around the 6 side faces of the air
box, shown in Figure 2.6c and Figure 2.6d.
(a) FR-4, 60 mil (b) FR-4, 3 mm (118.11 mil)
(c) RO4003C, 60 mil (d) RO4003C, 20 mil
Figure 2.7: Magnitude of the reflection coefficient S11 versus patch radius for a hexagonal
grid and circular patch element for varying substrates and substrate thicknesses, compared
to square grid results.
Figure 2.7 gives the result that the depth of the magnitude valleys at resonance for
all substrates is raised by 1 to 2 dB for the hexagonal unit cell, meaning more power is
reflected rather than absorbed at resonance than the square unit cell. This intuitively follows
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as a result of the higher packing efficiency argument, with less energy “falling between”
the individual patch elements and dissipating in the substrate. Section 2.0.4 explores this
concept further.
(a) FR-4, 60 mil (b) FR-4, 3 mm (118.11 mil)
(c) RO4003C, 60 mil (d) RO4003C, 20 mil
Figure 2.8: Phase of the reflection coefficient S11 versus patch radius for a hexagonal grid
and circular patch element for varying substrates and substrate thicknesses.
In contrast, the phase tuning curve for the hexagonal unit cell element was virtually
indistinguishable from the rectilinear grid. Figure 2.8 shows that for each substrate, the
phase curve with patch size did not change. This can also be inferred from Figure 2.7,
where the width of each resonant valley for the two unit cell geometries also remained
constant.
Since the phase range, maximum phase slope, and location of resonance all did not
change for a constant inter-element spacing change in unit cell geometry, this substitution
can be made freely for a wireless power transfer design. The only effect that the hexagonal
unit cell provides is a positive one - increasing the magnitude of the reflection response
near resonance.
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2.0.4 Comparisons and Recommendations
A wireless power transfer system in the microwave regime by necessity must have aperture
areas on the transmit and receive sides that allow for Fresnel focusing to obtain a high
power transfer efficiency [3]. This means that the transmit and receive apertures must be
physically and electrically large. A large physical structure will have a high material and
manufacturing cost. However, these costs can potentially be lowered by choosing aspects
of the reflectarray design carefully: i.e. trading performance for cost.
Gaussian Error Analysis
One significant tradeoff that is evident in this study is the relationship between substrate
thickness, phase range, and maximum phase slope. As substrate thickness increases, the
phase range of a unit cell element decreases, but the maximum phase slope also decreases.
For example, for the 3mm thick FR-4 substrate unit cells, the phase range is slightly under
300 degrees, which can lead to phase error when creating the reflectarray hologram. Com-





The effect of lowering the maximum phase slope can be illustrated by a hypothetical
example. Suppose that for a particularly large reflectarray, phase errors of ±15 degrees
are allowed per unit cell and the system can still work. This has good agreement with the
results from [7], which showed that this level of phase error is acceptable. First, we assume
that the patch radius has a standard normal distribution due to the statistical imperfection of
a given manufacturing process. To get 95% confidence that the phase will lie between ±15
degrees of the desired phase, the phase must have a standard deviation of 7.65 degrees. This
can be calculated using the standard z-tables for the normal distribution; ±1.96 standard
deviations away from the mean gives a 95% confidence interval. Assuming the desired
phase is 0, we can linearize the phase tuning curves using the maximum phase slope as the
slope of a line passing through the resonance point. The relation between patch size and
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phase is therefore:
Φ(patchsize) = −patchsize×MaximumPhaseSlope+ResonantPatchSize (2.1)
The relationship between variances for a random variable Y that is a linear transformation
of another random variable X (Y = mX +B) is:
V ar(Y ) = m2 ∗ V ar(X) (2.2)
Therefore,
V ar(Φ) = 7.652 = m2 ∗ V ar(X) (2.3)
7.652
m2




Table 2.3: Manufacturing tolerance comparison for different substrates.
Substrate FR-4 60 mil FR-4 3 mm RO4003C 60 mil RO4003C 20 mil
Maximum Phase
Slope












Table 2.3 shows the results of this basic Gaussian error propagation analysis. The “Re-
quired Manufacturing Tolerance” row is calculated by using Equation (2.5) and multiplying
by ±1.96 to obtain the 95% confidence interval. In many cases, the tolerance for a PCB
manufacturer using standard PCB etching methods may be ±2 mils (±0.051 mm) [27],
which would be insufficient to meet the ±15 degree phase tolerance requirement around
resonance for all of the tested substrates except for the 3mm FR-4. Tolerances much smaller
than this can be achieved: ±1 mil (±0.025 mm) tolerance is also available at many PCB
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manufacturers, but this comes at a greater cost. For a large reflectarray, this increased man-
ufacturing cost might be prohibitive. Therefore, it is recommended that a thicker substrate
be used for large scale reflectarrays.
Basic Cost Analysis
Along with the increased tolerance requirement, the cost disparity between FR-4 and Rogers
RO4003C is extremely high. A basic cost analysis is shown in Table 2.4[28][29]. This cost
analysis only considers the cost of the raw material - no handling, further processing, or
installation costs are considered. RO4003C (along with many specialty RF substrates) are
extremely expensive compared to FR-4. This is due to some degree to the economies of
scale that FR-4 enjoys compared to RF substrates, but tightly controlled fiberglass lam-
inates are inherently more costly to produce than FR-4. This effect can be seen in the
magnitude plots of all of the RO4003C substrate simulations. In some cases, the loss at
resonance can be as low as 0.3 dB. However, higher reflection losses can be compensated
to a degree by using the higher packing efficiency hexagonal unit cell, so an expensive RF
substrate does not appear to be necessary from this analysis.
Table 2.4: Cost comparison of RO4003C and FR-4.




$278 to $751 60 to 172
Packing Efficiency Analysis
The most intuitive explanation for the difference in reflected magnitude between hexagonal
and square unit cells for a constant inter-element spacing is that the packing efficiency of
hexagonal unit cells is higher. Figure 2.9 shows the calculated packing efficiency for both
square and hexagonal unit cells using normalized patch element radius on the X axis and
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(a) Direct packing efficiency comparison. (b) Difference in packing efficiency.
Figure 2.9: Comparison of packing efficiency between hexagonal and square unit cells for
a constant inter-element spacing.







phase ranges of these circular patch elements generally fall between radii of 6 to 8mm ,
meaning that the packing efficiency improves from between 4 to 8 percent using a hexag-
onal unit cell versus a square unit cell. The fact that there was no change in the phase
tuning curve indicated that the increase in reflected power observed with the hexagonal re-
flectarray was not due to a resonance effect of the elements but most likely rather a simple




As discussed previously, cost is a primary driving constraint on the implementation of a
wireless power transfer reflectarray due to the necessary aperture area requirement. Chap-
ter 2 investigated circular patch elements with less than 0.5λ spacing, with a final hexag-
onal unit cell with a circular patch that could potentially be tolerant of up to ±0.069mm
(±2.7mil) of manufacturing error. While this is a fairly reasonable level of error for a stan-
dard PCB manufacturer, lowering the manufacturing requirements further to ±0.127mm
(±5mil) could allow extremely low cost etching or milling processes without any extra
modifications to manufacture reflectarray cell elements. This extreme case might be needed
in very large wireless power transfer scenarios, such as Space Solar Power, in which aper-
ture areas on the ground and in orbit might exceed 4 kilometers in diameter. Therefore,
modifying the simple circular patch element to investigate potential candidates for highly
tolerant reflectarray elements is desirable.
In addition to lowering the manufacturing tolerance requirement, there is another con-
sideration in attempting to synthesize alternative reflectarray elements. The Floquet unit
cell analysis used throughout this work assumes that the unit cell under investigation is a
single element in an infinite array of identical elements. This approximation is fairly good
when there are no sharp physical discontinuities in the reflectarray surface. However, in
areas where the phase changes rapidly or the edge of the reflectarray is close, then the Flo-
quet infinite array approximation may not be as valid, leading to unpredictable behavior
and degraded performance [18]. The more similar each reflectarray element is to one an-
other, the more valid the Floquet infinite array approximation is. This provides the second
of the two major criteria for developing a new wireless power transfer reflectarray element.
It should be noted that the frequency bandwidth of the unit cell is usually a primary
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concern with reflectarray design. This is because many reflectarrays are used for commu-
nication purposes, such as deep space high gain antennas. These designs might require
the use of multiple frequency bands using the same reflectarray. However, in a wireless
power transfer scenario, it is expected that the frequency of operation will be essentially
monochromatic. Even so, the bandwidth of a particular cell element would be expected to
still be of significance when choosing a reflectarray element. A wider frequency bandwidth
means that the phase of the reflection response varies over a larger frequency. Therefore, as
the resonant frequency (controlled by some physical geometry) changes, a wider frequency
bandwidth should logically also lead to a slower change in reflection phase as the physical
geometry changes. It is demonstrated in this chapter that this relationship does not hold
true in all cases.
Therefore, more techniques to lower the maximum phase slope of reflectarray unit cells
are investigated. Section 3.0.1 begins the discussion with a review of the effect of inter-
element spacing on reflectarray phase response. The remainder of the chapter presents
results for Ansys HFSS simulations of the reflection responses for each of the modified
circular patch elements.
3.0.1 Element Spacing
Inter-element spacing is a critical parameter for reflectarray design. A typical choice for
the inter-element spacing of a reflectarray might be 0.5λ. At this spacing, each element
can be self-resonant due to its electrically significant size. As the spacing and element size
decrease, the individual elements stop exhibiting resonance on their own, but can start cou-
pling with the adjacent elements, creating a coupled resonance effect that can also be used
to adjust the phase distribution across the reflectarray. Reducing the inter element spacing
in this manner creates ”sub-wavelength” reflectarrays. Sub-wavelength reflectarrays can
be chosen to increase bandwidth and reduce element losses [18]. They allow for higher
efficiency by reducing the amount of energy that “falls between” the elements and interacts
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with the substrate and ground plane instead of the surface elements [30].
However, it has also been shown that reducing the inter-element spacing to sub-wavelength
distances increases the slope of the relation between physical geometry of a patch element
and the phase response of that element [18]. In a practical implementation, this means that
a manufacturing variation of only 0.1mm in a physical feature in a unit cell element could
lead to phase variations of 30 or more degrees. Previous work by [7], [13], and [23] in
wireless power transfer reflectarrays use sub-wavelength reflecting elements. This work
will explore the effect of 0.5λ spaced reflectarray elements as well.
The appearance of secondary grating lobes is a concern if the reflectarray is to be ac-
tively steered. [22] showed that for a 0.6λ spaced reflectarray at 8.23 GHz, the scan angle
of a hexagonal reflectarray was improved to 60 degrees from 40 degrees with a square unit
cell before grating lobes appeared in the radiation pattern.
Another factor to consider is the integration of active RF devices into the reflectarray
architecture. A future reflectarray designed for a very long range wireless power transfer
system would most likely require that each reflectarray element has an active oscillator
phase locked to the incoming signal from the feed such that the power from every reflectar-
ray element is spatially combined in air to provide power at the receiver. If the reflectarray
were instead entirely passive, for a large array and high power levels, the feed(s) would
have to handle large amounts of power, which decreases economies of scale - it is much
easier to add power to a system by adding area to the transmitter/receiver than by designing
a new very high power RF source. In addition to the power oscillator on each reflectarray
element, phase control may be desirable so that multiple wireless power transfer customers
can be serviced. These requirements lead to the result that each reflectarray unit cell must
be physically large enough that active devices, along with their associated matching, feed-
back, and control networks, can be mounted to them. In addition, the unit cell electronics
should be spaced enough to minimize the effect of mutual coupling, especially when con-
sidering low-cost transmission line networks to replace discrete components. The use of
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sub-wavelength versus 0.5λ spacing should be considered carefully, so the following sim-
ulations in this chapter will consider both cases.
Figure 3.1: 3D model of circular patch with cross slot.
3.1 Circular Patch With Cross Slot
The first alternative reflectarray element examined is the circular patch with a cross slot
in the center, shown in Figure 3.1. This configuration was examined in [31] for the case
of a proximity-coupled microstrip patch antenna using an asymmetric cross to provide
circularly polarized radiation. Of particular note in [31] is the observation that changing
the slot length changes the resonant frequency of the overall patch. While the aim in that
work was to reduce antenna size using this technique, shifting the resonant frequency by
modifying the length of a geometric feature is equivalent to changing the phase of the
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reflection from the structure at a single frequency. This is precisely the tuning behavior
that is desirable for a reflectarray element.
Ansys HFSS simulation results for a circular patch loaded with a symmetric cross slot
in the center are presented in this section. The primary aim is to provide reflectarray de-
signers with another parameter to control the element phase to simultaneously minimize
large geometric differences between adjacent elements and decrease the susceptibility of
each element to manufacturing error. However, a more detailed economic analysis would
be required to determine whether this improvement is worth the extra cost of fabricating
the cross slot structure for each patch.
3.1.1 Sub-wavelength Spacing
The reflectarray element shown in Figure 3.1 is simulated using the parameters in Table 3.1.
3 millimeter thick FR-4 was chosen due to its superior phase performance found in Chap-
ter 2, and the inter-element spacing was kept identical at 19mm to get an accurate compar-
ison. The width of the slot was first varied between 0.5 and 1.5mm, and it was found that
1.5mm slot width reduced the phase range the least.
Table 3.1: Simulation parameters for sub-wavelength circular patch with cross slot.
Substrate Inter-Element
Spacing
Slot Width Patch Radius Slot Length
FR-4, 3mm thick,
εr =4.4
19mm (0.367λ) 1.5mm 3 to 8 mm 3 to 10 mm
Since there are now two parameters that are varied to produce the full phase graph, the
step size for each parameter is reduced to 0.5mm in order to increase simulation speed.
Even so, the full simulation for each type of element requires up to 8 hours of process-
ing time. Despite the low resolution, the overall phase behavior can easily be seen from
Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2 shows the effect of two characteristic “S-curves” simultaneously influencing
the phase of the reflecting element to create a phase surface. It is apparent that the phase
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Figure 3.2: Phase surface for circular patch with cross slot with 0.367λ inter-element spac-
ing.
curve with respect to slot length varies slowly at the expense of phase range. As an example,
at a patch radius of 5.5mm, the maximum phase slope with respect to slot length is only
77 degrees/mm, which would make it easier to tune the patch using the slot length instead
of the patch radius. In exchange for this slow variation in phase, the phase range at 5.5mm
patch radius is only 256 degrees, far below the phase range of over 300 degrees that was
achieved by [7] and [13]. However, if further phase range is required, it is evident that
varying the patch radius at the same time can still achieve a large phase range of up to 328
degrees.
For example, consider the case if a phase shift of 0 degrees is required at one element,
but the next element requires a 150 degree phase shift. Instead of having adjacent elements
with over 3mm in radius difference, the patch radius can be changed by only around 1mm
and then the slot length can be varied at the same time to achieve the 150 degree phase
shift.
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Figure 3.3 shows the magnitude surface created by variation in slot length and patch
radius. There is a resonant “trough” present around the 5-7mm patch radius region, corre-
sponding to the area of greatest phase variation around 0 degrees. The deepest resonance
dip is -4 dB. Patch elements in this deep resonance region could exhibit too much loss and
negatively impact the performance of the overall reflectarray. However, since there are two
degrees of freedom available to achieve phase variation, this deep resonance peak can be
avoided during hologram synthesis.
Figure 3.3: Magnitude surface for circular patch with cross slot with 0.367λ inter-element
spacing.
It should be noted that there exist cases on the phase surface where the slot length is
longer than the total patch diameter. For example, for a patch radius of 3mm, slot lengths
of 6 to 10mm will result in slots that run through the entire diameter of the patch, forming
four equal quarter-circles instead of a circular patch with a cross slot. Interestingly, the
reflection behavior in the HFSS simulation does not appear to be affected by this. Physical
prototyping and measurement of this could be of interest, but it is most likely that real-
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world reflection behavior would drastically change once the patch is no longer a continuous
conducting piece.
3.1.2 0.5λ Spacing
It is expected that increasing the inter-element spacing to 0.5λ will shift the phase tuning
curve and decrease the maximum phase slope observed in agreement with [18]. The simu-
lation parameters are updated according to Table 3.2. Preliminary coarse simulations were
conducted to find bounds of interest for slot lengths and patch radii.
Table 3.2: Simulation parameters for 0.5λ spaced circular patch with cross slot.
Substrate Inter-Element
Spacing
Slot Width Patch Radius Slot Length
FR-4, 3mm thick,
εr =4.4
25.9mm (0.5λ) 1.5mm 3 to 8 mm 3 to 9 mm
Figure 3.4: Phase surface for circular patch with cross slot with 0.5λ inter-element spacing.
Despite predictions to the contrary, the 0.5λ spaced reflectarray unit cell did not exhibit
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notable differences in reflection behavior from the 0.367λ case. Figure 3.4 shows that
the overall structure of the phase surface is identical to that of the 0.367λ case, and the
phase slopes are very similar. The shift was still large enough that the phase surfaces are
not interchangeable for the purposes of hologram synthesis, but the reflection behavior is
similar enough that the 0.5λ spaced variant offers no clear benefit with regard to phase
response for reflectarray design.
Figure 3.5: Magnitude surface for circular patch with cross slot with 0.5λ inter-element
spacing.
In fact, the magnitude of the reflection coefficient drops up to -6.7 dB for the 0.5λ
spaced unit cell. This is almost -3 dB lower than the deepest dip in the 0.367λ spaced
unit cell. In general, the magnitude of the reflection coefficient of the larger spacing unit
cell was lower at resonance. This can most likely be attributed to the lower proportion of
reflecting surface area as a direct result of the larger inter-element spacing.
While there is no discernible benefit in the phase response of the 0.5λ spaced unit cell
over the 0.367λ spaced unit cell, the larger unit cell area could still be useful with regard to
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attaching electronics to each reflectarray element. A future wireless power transfer system
would have to evaluate the tradeoff between reflection coefficient magnitude and usable
unit cell surface area.
3.2 Circular Patch With Ring Slot
While the cross slot load introduced in the previous section was able to achieve a large
phase response with multiple tunable parameters, there could be manufacturing issues with
the sharp corners of the cross slot, especially with very low cost PCB etching techniques.
Another reflectarray element is investigated in this section that could be easier to manufac-
ture and maintains identical patch size to further reduce errors introduced by the Floquet
infinite array assumption.
This unit cell element is shown in Figure 3.6. The structure consists of a variable size
patch with a concentric annular ring with a constant outer diameter. The spacing between
the patch and the ring is kept constant, and the reflection phase is tuned by varying the
center patch radius.
Similar designs can be found in the literature, such as in [32],[33] and [34]. These
works focus on increasing the bandwidth of an annular ring microstrip antenna using a
parasitically coupled center patch. The proposed mechanism in [35] is that the resonant
frequencies of the two conductors are close to each other and the overall bandwidth is de-
termined by the superposition of the two responses. However, these designs are for actively
fed antennas, and resemble the present investigated structure only when considering the top
conductor layout. For example, [32] also includes a cavity resonator behind the antenna,
and [33] stacks another circular patch underneath for dual-band operation.
3.2.1 Sub-wavelength Spacing
Unfortunately, due to the large physical differences between the structures in the literature
and the present investigated reflectarray element, the increase in bandwidth for the antennas
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Figure 3.6: 3D model of circular patch with ring slot.
did not manifest in a larger physical tuning range for the reflectarray element. Simulations
over a large variety of physical parameters were performed, and it was found that only the
parameters detailed in Table 3.3 allowed for phase tuning.
Table 3.3: Simulation parameters for 0.367λ spaced circular patch with ring slot.
Substrate Inter-Element
Spacing




19mm (0.367λ) 1mm 6mm 1 to 5 mm
The results of the above simulation are shown in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8. The es-
sential problem is that this particular structure is very sensitive to the radius of the outer
patch and the substrate thickness. This indicates that despite the fact that the corresponding
antennas in literature enjoyed larger bandwidths, the present structure differed enough that
insights from the literature did not translate well.
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Figure 3.7: Phase of reflection coefficient for a circular patch with ring slot with 0.367λ
inter-element spacing.
Figure 3.7 shows that while the phase range of the ring slot is sufficient at 315 degrees,
the maximum phase slope is 330 degrees/mm, which is even higher than that achieved by
the plain circular patch on 3mm FR-4 substrate from Chapter 2. This is also at the expense
of a more complicated physical structure that would cost more to manufacture. Finally, the
minimum value of the magnitude of the reflection coefficient in Figure 3.8 at the resonance
point is -6.8 dB, which is almost the same level of loss as the lowest point of the circular
patch with cross slot at 0.5λ spacing, but without the added advantage of more physical
space.
3.2.2 0.5λ Spacing
The lowering of phase slope effect described in [textbook] was also not observed when the
reflectarray inter-element spacing increased to 0.5λ. The parameters from Table 3.3 were
nearly unchanged, as seen in Table 3.4. It is possible that by increasing the inter-element
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Figure 3.8: Magnitude of reflection coefficient for a circular patch with ring slot with
0.367λ inter-element spacing.
spacing further, the phase slope would decrease, but this would most likely be accompanied
by even lower reflection.
Table 3.4: Simulation parameters for 0.5λ spaced circular patch with ring slot.
Substrate Inter-Element
Spacing




25.9mm (0.5λ) 1mm 6mm 1 to 5 mm
As seen in Figure 3.9, the resonance point did not change from 3mm ring radius be-
tween the two inter-element spacings. The phase range also did not change drastically;
it increased to 330 degrees from 315 degrees. However, the maximum phase slope also
increased to 720 degrees/mm, which is extremely high and would require very precise
manufacturing to maintain an acceptable amount of phase error.
The magnitude of the reflection response dips to -13 dB at resonance, which is far lower
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Figure 3.9: Phase of reflection coefficient for a circular patch with ring slot with 0.5λ
inter-element spacing.
than the elements investigated thus far. Consistent with findings from Section 3.1, the larger
spacing appears to lower the magnitude of the reflection from the unit cell. Overall, there is
little advantage to using the 0.5λ spaced version of this unit cell element, especially over the
circular patch with a cross slot. That structure shows both superior phase and magnitude
response for the sub-wavelength and 0.5λ versions, and also allows for two degrees of
freedom in choosing the unit cell phase.
3.3 Circular Patch With Exterior Slots
The third reflectarray element considered is the circular patch loaded with exterior slots,
shown in Figure 3.11. By adding variable length radial slots originating from the exterior
diameter of the circular patch, the phase can be tuned with 2 degrees of freedom, similar
to the circular patch with cross slot examined in Section 3.1. [36] discusses a stacked
microstrip antenna with a circular patch with exterior slots coupled to a turnstile antenna,
in which the exterior slot lengths are modified to adjust the patch impedance. This tuning
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Figure 3.10: Magnitude of reflection coefficient for a circular patch with ring slot with 0.5λ
inter-element spacing.
behavior is desirable for a reflectarray antenna as well. In addition, [37] provides further
evidence of changing resonant frequency as the lengths of exterior slots change.
The purpose of this section is to investigate the performance of the exterior slot structure
in comparison to the previous structures. Both this exterior slot element and the cross slot
element have two degrees of freedom in tuning the phase of the reflection coefficient, so
other advantages should be investigated in order to differentiate between the two.
3.3.1 Sub-wavelength Spacing
First, a rough parameter analysis was performed to find suitable ranges for the patch radius
and slot lengths. This resulted in the parameters in Table 3.5. The same inter-element
spacing as the original circular patch was used, and the phase and magnitude responses are
displayed in Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13.
Similarly to Section 3.1, the simulation used steps of 0.5mm to obtain the general shape
of the phase surface. A finer step size of less than 0.1mm is desirable for a final hologram
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Figure 3.11: 3D model of circular patch with exterior slots.
design. However, large amounts of processing power would need to be allocated to this, as
the current rough mesh surfaces shown were generated over 6+ hours.
Overall, the phase surface for the exterior slotted element shows remarkable similarity
to that of the cross slot element. The phase range is very similar to the cross slot element at
329 degrees (compared to 328 degrees). In addition, it can be seen that at small patch radii
and large slot lengths, the slots merge and the patch is no longer continuous. This can be
seen in the irregularity near the top left corner of the graph.
However, the magnitude surface of the reflection response shows a slight improvement
over that of the sub-wavelength cross slot patch of about 1 dB. While this small difference is
largely inconsequential for the purposes of a reflectarray antenna, it is still a differentiating
factor for elements that are so similar.
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Table 3.5: Simulation parameters for 0.367λ spaced circular patch with exterior slots.
Substrate Inter-Element
Spacing
Slot Width Patch Radius Slot Length
FR-4, 3mm thick,
εr =4.4
19mm (0.367λ) 1.5mm 4 to 8mm 1 to 5mm
Figure 3.12: Phase surface for circular patch with exterior slots with 0.367λ inter-element
spacing.
3.3.2 0.5λ Spacing
Given the insignificant effect of increasing the element spacing to 0.5λ in the previous
sections, it is reasonable to expect that a similar result will occur here. Table 3.6 lists the
simulation parameters.
The phase surface is nearly identical to the sub-wavelength spaced version, as seen in
Figure 3.14. The same issue with long slot lengths and small patch radii is also present
here in the left side of the graph. The phase range is 328 degrees. The slopes are roughly
identical as well.
The magnitude of the reflection coefficient did not decrease as much as other designs
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Figure 3.13: Magnitude surface for circular patch with exterior slots with 0.367λ inter-
element spacing.
Table 3.6: Simulation parameters for 0.5λ spaced circular patch with exterior slots.
Substrate Inter-Element
Spacing
Slot Width Patch Radius Slot
FR-4, 3mm thick,
εr =4.4
25.9mm (0.5λ) 1.5mm 4 to 8mm 1 to 5mm
when the inter-element spacing was increased. In Figure 3.15, the minimum magnitude
is -3.8 dB, only down 0.7 dB from the smaller lattice size case. However, the resonance
peaks themselves are wider, which is a minor disadvantage in terms of hologram accuracy
compared to the sub-wavelength spaced lattice.
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Figure 3.14: Phase surface for circular patch with exterior slots with 0.5λ inter-element
spacing.





In many studies of reflectarrays for wireless power transfer, the feed is assumed to be close
to the reflectarray surface. This is a carryover from the use of reflectarrays in communica-
tions systems, where the reflectarray is used as essentially a one-to-one replacement for a
parabolic dish. However, for a wireless power transfer reflectarray, this arrangement poses
two primary problems.
First, wireless power transfer always has to compete with the ability to generate energy
at the receiver site independently. The primary selling point of wireless power transfer is the
ability to transfer much more power than can be feasibly generated at the receiver location.
Therefore, long power links and high power are essential for wireless power transfer to
compete with in situ power generation. However, a wireless power transfer system with
a single or a small number of feeds would quickly run into problems with scale. If a
single link requires, for example, 1 MW of power, then a single-feed reflectarray system
would require the feed system to handle 1 MW of continuous power over presumably long-
term conditions. This would require cutting-edge and expensive microwave sources and
materials at best, and whole new technologies at worst. Even splitting the requirement up
to 100 kW for multiple feeds would be far more expensive than 100 kW diesel generators
or similar generation schemes at the receiver site.
Second, as the planar reflectarray grows larger, the radiation from a single or a small
number of feeds is spread over a larger area. Visualizing each feed as a spherical wave
from a point source, it is quickly evident that at larger parallel distances to the reflectarray
surface, the angle of the incident radiation is further from the nominal feed angle that each
reflectarray element was designed for. At angles of incident radiation closer to parallel, the
performance of the reflectarray elements degrades [7].
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The first issue may be addressed using spatial power combining. This is a concept in
which reflectarray unit cells or groups of unit cells each contain a microwave power oscil-
lator. This oscillator is phase locked to the incoming signal and adds power to the reflection
in phase with the original reflected signal. Instead of combining the power in a transmission
line network or waveguide, the power from each oscillator is radiated into space and the
sum of the power from every microwave oscillator combines at the receiver. This allows
the power of the system to be mostly tied to the area of the transmitting reflectarray instead
of the technology of the microwave source. Adding power to the system simply requires
that more array elements are added.
In effect, phase locking the oscillators in this way is the same as providing a reflection
coefficient at the reflectarray surface that is greater than unity. In literature, a very similar
concept is known as the reflection amplifier, often used in backscatter radio [38, 39, 40, 41,
42, 43, 44]. However, a reflection amplifier designed for intermittent communication has a
non-oscillatory requirement, which requires bias points such that high power levels are not
feasible[45].
In this configuration, a feed close to the reflectarray is not needed. The input pilot
signal is only required to provide something for the oscillators to phase lock onto to radiate
coherently. Therefore, the feeds can potentially be removed from the structure entirely.
Instead, a single antenna pilot source can be used at the receiver. For a large beam distance,
the low-power pilot signal from a single antenna resembles a plane wave. This arrangement
is studied in Section 4.1.
A potential issue with the plane-wave pilot signal is that the oscillators require a certain
level of input signal power for the phase locking to be successful. If the pilot signal source is
a simple directional communications-type antenna, the pilot power level at the reflectarray
surface could be too low for phase locking. However, if the receiver has to be large anyway
for efficient wireless power transfer, it is feasible that the receiver could be used as a phased
array to provide a large amount of pilot power to the transmitter. The transmitter would
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then reflect that power back and add to it using the power oscillators, resulting in an overall
power gain at the receiver. This system configuration is studied in Section 4.2.
4.1 Far-Field Plane Wave
In communications systems, transmitted radiation over a long-distance communications
link is assumed to be a plane wave locally at the receiver. This assumption is good for
a wireless power transfer pilot signal if the pilot signal antenna gain is relatively constant
over the angular distance corresponding to the transmission aperture. As a quick grounding
example, a Space Solar Power satellite in 36000km geostationary orbit might have a trans-
mitting aperture of 4km in diameter. The angular size of the Space Solar Power satellite
at the ground station would be around 0.006 degrees. The gain of the pilot signal beam
is unlikely to change drastically over such a small angular distance, so the plane wave
assumption holds well in this archetypal example of wireless power transfer.
Figure 4.1: Example of a wireless power transfer system configuration using a far-field
pilot signal.
The hypothetical wireless power transfer system in Figure 4.1 uses a far-field radiating
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antenna at the receiver to illuminate the surface of the transmitter over a long distance over
difficult terrain. The receiver and transmitter must be located within the radiative near field
(Fresnel) region, lying between the reactive near field and far field (Frauenhofer) regions.








As an example, the aperture diameter in this scenario is set at 4 meters for both transmit
and receive. The Fresnel region would therefore span the down-range distance between
21.8 meters and 618.7 meters. Past 618.7 meters, the 4 meter aperture would no longer
be able to create a focus spot. Using a significantly smaller pilot antenna, a pilot signal
is transmitted from the receiver and illuminates the transmitting reflectarray. Since the
transmitted power level is low, the low spillover efficiency is inconsequential. The phase of
the wave incident on the surface of the transmit reflectarray at 10 degrees off-axis is shown
in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2: Phase of incident far-field pilot plane wave on the transmit reflectarray.
The magnitude distribution of the electric field across the transmit reflectarray surface
is constant because of the plane wave assumption. This is beneficial due to the fact that the
power oscillators will have a uniform level of input signal to phase lock to over the entire
transmit reflectarray. Otherwise, the magnitude is much less important than the phase in
terms of determining the focusing behavior [47].
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(a) Required phase for on-axis beam. (b) Hologram for on-axis beam.
(c) Required phase for 10 degree off-axis beam. (d) Hologram for 10 degree off-axis beam.
Figure 4.3: Required phase distributions and hologram phases for far-field pilot signal.
Once the incident phase is known, the hologram phase can be calculated by interfering
the desired surface phase from Equation (1.1) with the incident phase. In other words,
Φincident + Φhologram = Φdesired surface (4.1)
Φhologram = Φdesired surface − Φincident (4.2)
Figure 4.3 shows the desired surface phase on the left to produce the focus spot and
the hologram result on the right for on-axis power transfer and 10 degrees off-axis power
transfer. The hologram phases on the right can be used with the phase plots in Chapter 3
to generate a full physical reflectarray. However, without active power oscillators on the
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reflectarray, this wireless power transfer scheme lacks utility, as the pilot power originates
from the receiver to begin with.
4.2 Fresnel Zone Focusing
Phase locking to a reference signal requires error detection between a feedback signal and
the reference signal. However, error detectors require that the reference signal is above
some threshold for optimal performance. In a far-field pilot signal scenario, it is possible
that the power delivered to the phase lock loop error detectors is not sufficient to provide a
clean reference signal and lock the output phase of the power oscillators. An alternative to
a far-field pilot signal that would satisfy the reference signal power requirement could be a
Fresnel-zone focused pilot signal. This system configuration is shown in Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.4: Example of a wireless power transfer system configuration using a Fresnel
focused pilot signal.
In this configuration, a larger amount of power is delivered from the receiver to the
transmitter via a Fresnel-focused pilot signal. It has been demonstrated in the literature
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that the transmitted electric field can be accurately described as a Gaussian beam in this
scenario [47]. The following simulation builds on the results of [47].
























































x2 + y2 (4.9)
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w0 : Minimum beam waist
zR : Rayleigh length
w(z) : Beam waist
R(z) : Radius of curvature
φ(z) : Guoy phase shift
θ : Angle between normal of the aperture and the vector defined from the center of aperture to focus
To generate the required hologram, the above equations must be used to first gener-
ate the incident wave on the reflectarray surface. No quantization error from the receiver
phased array is included in the analysis. Since a 4 meter transmit antenna is used, the min-
imum waist size w0 is set to 3 meters to capture over 90% of the pilot energy transmitted
from the receiver [47]. The angle of incidence θ is then set to 10 degrees off-axis. From w0
and θ, the on-axis focal distance is calculated by setting w(z)=w0 and solving for z. The
Rayleigh distance zR is also calculated.
Then, for every point on the transmit aperture (which is not perpendicular to the prin-
ciple axis of radiation), R(z), r, w(z), and φ(z) are calculated. This is done by converting
the coordinate system of the transmit aperture (x, y, z) to the coordinate system of the beam








and calculating the electric field complex phasor at each point (x, y, F ) on the transmit
aperture. This results in the plots shown in Figure 4.5. The calculated focal distance is
555.6 meters, which still lies safely within the Fresnel focus zone.
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(a) Magnitude of Fresnel focused pilot signal (b) Phase of Fresnel focused pilot signal
Figure 4.5: Electric field distribution of Fresnel-focused pilot signal on the transmit aper-
ture at 10 degrees off-axis and 556 meters focal distance.
Figure 4.5a shows the magnitude distribution of the incident electric field in dB, nor-
malized to the electric field magnitude at the origin of the Gaussian beam. It shows that
the majority of the energy in the beam is contained within the transmit aperture. Since the
off-axis angle is small, the skew of the focus spot is not clear, but is more pronounced in
higher off-axis angles. However, as established in [7] higher off-axis angles perform worse
in general, so high power wireless power transfer systems will most likely use low (closer
to normal) off-axis angles.
Figure 4.6: Hologram phase for on-axis Fresnel-focused pilot signal.
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Figure 4.7: Hologram phase for 10 degree off-axis Fresnel-focused pilot signal.
Figure 4.5b shows that the incident phase of the Fresnel focused pilot beam is actually
extremely similar to the incident phase of the far-field pilot signal. As such, the hologram
phases for both on-axis and 10 degree off-axis radiation (Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7) are very
similar to the holograms in Section 4.1. While the focal distance in Section 4.1 is much
smaller, Figure 4.8 plots the difference in phase distribution for the hologram phase focus-
ing at the same distance as Figure 4.7 using a far-field pilot signal. The phase distributions
are slightly shifted and are not identical.
Figure 4.8: Difference in hologram phases for far-field pilot signal and Fresnel-focused




5.1 Discussion of Results
In this work, several aspects of large-scale wireless power transfer systems using holo-
graphic reflectarrays are investigated at 5.8 GHz. These include hexagonal reflectarray unit
cells, modified circular patch elements, and different types of retrodirective pilot signals.
Hexagonal unit cells provide better packing efficiency and provide uniform inter-element
spacing throughout the whole array. While the phase response of the circular reflectarray
patches was not altered greatly, the magnitude of the reflection response was higher in all
cases for the same inter-element spacing as the square unit cell from [7]. In addition, the
result from [7] that a thicker substrate increases the bandwidth and decreases the phase
slope of a reflectarray element is confirmed.
Three variations of the simple circular patch element from literature are simulated to
find a reflectarray element with more degrees of freedom in phase tuning and to increase
mechanical tolerances. The cross slot and exterior slot loaded circular patches showed low
phase slopes and adequate phase ranges, and can successfully replace the circular patch in a
reflectarray design. The high phase slope of the ring slot loaded circular patch and the low
bandwidth with respect to patch radius make it a poor candidate for a reflectarray element
compared to the other two.
Finally, as high-power wireless power transfer systems using reflectarrays are more
likely to use spatial power combining of power oscillators, it is more practical to remove
the feed from the transmit reflectarray entirely and use the receiver as a feed to provide
a phase reference to the power oscillators at the transmit reflectarray. This can be done
by means of a far-field plane wave generated using a standard small antenna or using the
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whole receiver aperture (assuming similar transmit and receive aperture sizes) to generate a
Fresnel-focused pilot signal incident on the transmitter aperture. It is found that the transmit
reflectarray hologram does not change significantly, meaning that the Fresnel-focused pilot
signal is a viable choice if higher feed power is required for phase locking of the power
oscillators.
5.2 Future Work
5.2.1 Further Substrate Investigation
In this study, the substrates were assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic. While this is a
fairly good assumption for Rogers RO4003C, the FR-4 used for the majority of the simula-
tions often differs from this ideal significantly. Feasibility studies on the level of focusing
achievable with varying levels of inhomogeneity and anisotropy should be performed in
the context of very large transmit and receive areas.
If the holographic reflectarray is viewed as an artificial impedance surface, changing the
substrate thickness and dielectric constant will influence the equivalent complex impedance
per area of the surface and therefore change the bandwidth and resonant frequency of the
reflectarray elements [11]. Further work is needed to understand these effects so they can
be balanced against substrate cost.
Finally, since the structures involved will be handling high levels of microwave power,
thermal studies should be performed for a transmitting reflectarray to investigate how ther-
mal effects will influence the focusing behavior of the reflectarray. For large reflectarrays,
mechanical warping of the surface may become pronounced over the large surface areas.
Additionally, the substrate electrical parameters, including loss and dielectric constant, may
not be invariant over temperature, especially with low cost substrates.
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5.2.2 Further Array Element Design
The reflectarray elements investigated in this study are by no means the only possible ele-
ments for a wireless power transfer system. There exist infinite configurations of conductor
geometry in a unit cell to create reflectarray elements, from simple and well-studied [18]
to new fractal elements[49]. Analysis of other reflectarray element types would benefit a
future wireless power transfer system design.
In addition, more detailed statistical analysis can be performed on each reflectarray
element type to determine the geometries least sensitive to manufacturing error. This can
be performed using either Monte Carlo simulations or taking numerical derivatives of key
physical parameters, both of which are supported by the Ansys HFSS software.
5.2.3 Phase-locked Power Oscillators
As mentioned before, power oscillators distributed across the transmit reflectarray and
phase-locked to the pilot signal are essential to the operation of reflectarray-based large
scale wireless power transfer systems, especially if transmitter-side feeds are removed from
the design. Gallium nitride high electron mobility transistors (GaN HEMTs) are a promis-
ing technology that offer high efficiency and power at microwave frequencies. In particular,
[50] has developed a straightforward design procedure for GaN power oscillators used in
[51] to design oscillators up to 58.4% percent efficiency at 38 dBm output power.
However, the entire phase lock circuit requires more careful analysis. The literature
regarding phase locked loops is extensive but complex, and care must be taken during the
selection of the feedback loop and phase detector so that the output phase of the oscillator
is in phase with the reflected signal. Since the Gabor hologram method is a phase-based
technique, phase error introduced by the phase locked loop may significantly detrimentally
affect the total hologram phase and therefore the power at the receiver. The oscillator in [51]
could also require modification for use in this system. Development of the phase locked
power oscillator is a key step in developing feasible large-scale wireless power transfer
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systems, so this is a critical next step for further research.
5.2.4 Active Beam Steering
Adding phase shifters into reflectarray elements for beam steering is an active area of ongo-
ing research. There are several principal methods of phase tuning that could be applicable
to reflectarray element phase tuning. One uses the bias level of varactors to change the load
impedance of each reflectarray element, thereby changing the resonant frequency[52][53].
Another uses RF PIN or MEMS diodes to change the effective length of slots in the mi-
crostrip patch, which also changes the resonant frequency of the patch[54][55]. Still oth-
ers that are less applicable to reflectarrays physically move the feed[56][57] or dielectric
height[58]. While the first option provides more granular phase control, the second is par-
ticularly useful for reflectarray elements such as the circular patch loaded with a cross slot
from Section 3.1.
While beam steering could be an attractive feature for a wireless power transfer system
so that multiple receivers can be serviced, it is not an enabling technology in the same
way that embedded phase-locked power oscillators would be. A full demonstration can
be constructed using a transmitting reflectarray without needing beam steering capability.
In a full scale wireless power transfer where the receiver moves very rarely, it is possible
that the steering could be performed entirely mechanically at a lower cost by rotating the
reflectarray. However, this feature would be necessary for wireless power transfer in highly
asymmetric mobile scenarios, e.g. powering airborne drones or satellites [59][6].
5.2.5 Receiver Station Design
While many high-efficiency rectifying antenna designs exist in the literature [60], these de-
signs often only consider cost at a high level or not at all. Therefore, further receiver station
development taking cost into account is still required for a real large-scale implementation.
In addition, receivers capable of simultaneous transmission of a Fresnel-focused pilot sig-
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nal and reception of the corresponding high power Gaussian beam from the transmitter have
not been the subject of any study that the current author is aware of. More development
and investigation of this large-scale wireless power transfer paradigm is required.
A potential system configuration that could be useful in some scenarios is that of bistatic
power transfer, in which the pilot signal originates from a point other than the receiver. If
the receiver location cannot generate enough energy for the pilot signal, then a separate
location could generate the Fresnel focused pilot signal and the hologram phase can direct
the reflected and added power to the final receiver location.
5.2.6 Fabrication and Test
Finally, the results presented in this work have not been used to design and simulate a
full reflectarray. Since the principles of operation are identical to those of reflectarrays
in the literature, showing the theoretical performance of a full reflectarray would still be
highly useful. The next steps would then be to manufacture a full holographic reflectarray.
However, since it is a Fresnel zone device, characterizing the behavior of the beam would
be difficult. For a better idea of system performance, a full scaled-down wireless power
transfer demonstration would have to be prepared, including the development of a receiver
aperture with combined rectifying antennas and transmitting antennas for the pilot signal.
The ultimate culmination of this line of research is to include power oscillators in the trans-






2 % Investigating phase distribution on transmit aperture
using far field
3 % plane wave pilot signal.
4 % Written by Evan Shi for MSECE thesis @ Georgia Institute
of Technology
5
6 freq = 5.8e9; % Hz
7 c= physconst('LightSpeed');
8 lambda = c/freq;
9 beta = (2*pi)/lambda;
10
11 % Angle of incidence (relative to normal to reflectarray) of
the receiver
12 angleIncidence = 0; % degrees
13 kz = cosd(angleIncidence);
14 kx = sind(angleIncidence);
15
16 %F = 40; % Focal distance (m)
17 D = 4; % diameter of aperture, m
18 numPoints = 1000;
19 incidentMatrix = ones(numPoints,numPoints);
20 pixelSize = D/numPoints;
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21
22 for iterator = 1:numPoints
23 for jterator = 1:numPoints




27 A = pixelSize/2;
28 x = floor(-numPoints/2)*pixelSize+A:pixelSize:floor(
numPoints/2)*pixelSize-A;
29 y = floor(numPoints/2)*pixelSize-A:-pixelSize:floor(-
numPoints/2)*pixelSize+A;
30 figure;
31 incidentMatrix = rad2deg(incidentMatrix);





37 h = colorbar;
38 set(gca,'YDir','normal') %Make the y axis go from - to +
39
40 normalMatrix = zeros(numPoints,numPoints);
41 % Calculate required phase at pixel for on-axis radiation
42 for r = 1:numPoints
43 for c = 1:numPoints
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55 h = colorbar;
56 ylabel(h,'Phase in Degrees');
57 title(sprintf('Required Aperture Phase for Aperture Diameter
= %0.3f m, \n Focal Distance = %0.3f m, Off-axis Angle =
0ˆ\\circ',D, F));
58 set(gca,'YDir','normal') %Make the y axis go from - to +
59
60 % Calculate phase at pixel for skewed radiation
61 angleMatrix = zeros(numPoints,numPoints);
62 x0 = F*tand(angleIncidence);
63 for r = 1:numPoints
64 for c = 1:numPoints
65 angleMatrix(r,c) = (2*pi/lambda)*(sqrt((x(c)-x0).ˆ2







71 angleMatrix = rad2deg(angleMatrix);





77 h = colorbar;
78 ylabel(h,'Phase in Degrees');
79 title(sprintf('Required Aperture Phase for Aperture Diameter
= %0.3f m, \n Focal Distance = %0.3f m, Off-axis Angle =
%0.3fˆ\\circ',D, F,angleIncidence));
80 set(gca,'YDir','normal') %Make the y axis go from - to +
81
82
83 % Calculate hologram
84 % Normal matrix
85 holoNormal = normalMatrix - incidentMatrix;
86 figure






92 h = colorbar;
93 ylabel(h,'Phase in Degrees');
94 title(sprintf('Hologram Phase for Aperture Diameter = %0.3f
m, \n Focal Distance = %0.3f m, Off-axis Angle =0ˆ\\circ'
,D, F));
95 set(gca,'YDir','normal') %Make the y axis go from - to +
96
97 % Calculate hologram
98 % Angled matrix
99 holoAngle = angleMatrix - incidentMatrix;
100 figure





106 h = colorbar;
107 ylabel(h,'Phase in Degrees');
108 title(sprintf('Hologram Phase for Aperture Diameter = %0.3f
m, \n Focal Distance = %0.3f m, Off-axis Angle = %0.3fˆ\\
circ',D, F,angleIncidence));
109 set(gca,'YDir','normal') %Make the y axis go from - to +
1 % fresnelpilot.m
2 % Investigating phase distribution on transmit aperture
using Fresnel
3 % focused pilot signal.
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4 % Written by Evan Shi for MSECE thesis @ Georgia Institute
of Technology
5
6 freq = 5.8e9; % Hz
7 c= physconst('LightSpeed');
8 lambda = c/freq;
9 beta = (2*pi)/lambda;
10
11 % Angle of incidence (relative to normal to reflectarray) of
the receiver
12 angleIncidence = 10; % degrees
13
14 D = 4; % diameter of aperture, m
15 numPoints = 1000;
16 incidentMatrix = ones(numPoints,numPoints);
17 pixelSize = D/numPoints;
18
19 % Gaussian beam characteristics
20 w0 = 3;
21 F = w0 /((4/pi)*((lambda)/(pi*D*(cosd(angleIncidence)ˆ2))));
22 Zr = (pi*w0ˆ2)/lambda;
23
24 A = pixelSize/2;
25 x = floor(-numPoints/2)*pixelSize+A:pixelSize:floor(
numPoints/2)*pixelSize-A;




28 for iterator = 1:numPoints
29 for jterator = 1:numPoints
30 xprime = x(jterator)*cosd(angleIncidence);
31 zprime = xprime * tand(angleIncidence);
32 r = sqrt(xprimeˆ2 + y(iterator)ˆ2);
33 wz = 3*sqrt(1+(zprime/Zr)ˆ2);
34 phiz = atan(zprime/Zr);
35 Rz = F*(1+(Zr/zprime)ˆ2);








42 incidentMatrixPhase = angle(incidentMatrix);
43 incidentMatrixPhase = rad2deg(incidentMatrixPhase);





49 h = colorbar;
50 ylabel(h,'Phase in Degrees');








58 h = colorbar;
59 ylabel(h,'Relative Magnitude in dB');
60 set(gca,'YDir','normal') %Make the y axis go from - to +
61
62
63 normalMatrix = zeros(numPoints,numPoints);
64 % Calculate required phase at pixel for on-axis radiation
65 for r = 1:numPoints
66 for c = 1:numPoints






72 % normalMatrix= rad2deg(normalMatrix);






78 % h = colorbar;
79 % ylabel(h,'Phase in Degrees');
80 % title(sprintf('Required Aperture Phase for Aperture
Diameter = %0.3f m, \n Focal Distance = %0.3f m, Off-axis
Angle = 0ˆ\\circ',D, F));
81 % set(gca,'YDir','normal') %Make the y axis go from - to +
82
83 % Calculate phase at pixel for skewed radiation
84 angleMatrix = zeros(numPoints,numPoints);
85 x0 = F*tand(angleIncidence);
86 for r = 1:numPoints
87 for c = 1:numPoints
88 angleMatrix(r,c) = (2*pi/lambda)*(sqrt((x(c)-x0).ˆ2






94 % angleMatrix = rad2deg(angleMatrix);





100 % h = colorbar;
101 % ylabel(h,'Phase in Degrees');
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102 % title(sprintf('Required Aperture Phase for Aperture
Diameter = %0.3f m, \n Focal Distance = %0.3f m, Off-axis
Angle = %0.3fˆ\\circ',D, F,angle));
103 % set(gca,'YDir','normal') %Make the y axis go from - to +
104
105
106 % Calculate hologram
107 % Normal matrix
108 holoNormal = normalMatrix - incidentMatrixPhase ;
109 figure





115 h = colorbar;
116 ylabel(h,'Phase in Degrees');
117 title(sprintf('Hologram Phase for Aperture Diameter = %0.3f
m, \n Focal Distance = %0.3f m, Off-axis Angle =0ˆ\\circ'
,D, F));
118 set(gca,'YDir','normal') %Make the y axis go from - to +
119
120 % Calculate hologram
121 % Angled matrix
122 holoAngle1 = angleMatrix - incidentMatrixPhase ;
123 figure






129 h = colorbar;
130 ylabel(h,'Phase in Degrees');
131 title(sprintf('Hologram Phase for Aperture Diameter = %0.3f
m, \n Focal Distance = %0.3f m, Off-axis Angle = %0.3fˆ\\
circ',D, F,angleIncidence));
132 set(gca,'YDir','normal') %Make the y axis go from - to +
133
134
135 % diffHolo = holoAngle - holoAngle1;
136 % figure





142 % h = colorbar;
143 % ylabel(h,'Phase in Degrees');
144 % title(sprintf('Difference in Hologram Phase for Aperture
Diameter = %0.3f m, \n Focal Distance = %0.3f m, Off-axis
Angle = %0.3fˆ\\circ',D, F,angleIncidence));
145 % set(gca,'YDir','normal') %Make the y axis go from - to +
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